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Chapter 1 

TREATING SICK, INJURED 
AND ORPHANED RED 

SQUIRRELS
Introduction

Wight Squirrel Project takes in sick, injured and orphaned red squirrels with the aim of 
releasing them back to the wild.  Given their sensitive nature and propensity to stress, the 
success rate is low.  If a red squirrel is ill enough to capture, then more often than not, it 
does die.  That said, there are some successes and much has been learned over the years.  
We are fortunate in having support from local vets, although visits are not always necessary 
but obviously we need a vet to euthanise animals, take x-rays or prescribe medication. 
Training is given and volunteers work as part of a team.  

The number of animals taken in has increased as 
the population has risen and expanded.  The early 
animals are not in the database as this wasn’t set 
up until 2007.  Jacquie Wilson has been a stalwart 
volunteer picking up and treating squirrels, for 
which I am grateful, and Jacquie did record three 
animals prior to 2007, which are included in the 
analysis.  Jacquie recorded treatment details of 
animals that died within hours but the author 
was not so diligent and, other than recording the 
animals on the general database, did not record 
treatment details until 2015.  Even then, treatment 
of animals that died within hours is not recorded, 
although post mortem examinations are carried 
out and details are in the necropsy database.  We 
work on the premise that whoever takes the call 
and collects the squirrel looks after it.   

Methodology
The general public pick squirrels up, either in their 
garden or when they are out and about.  Animals 
are collected in carriers made by a volunteer.  The 
carrier is made of plywood and measures 23cm 
wide, 25cm deep and 22cm high.  The ventilation 
hole is 7cm in diameter and covered in 1cm square 
mesh.  The handle is made of webbing.  Fleece or 
hay is used as bedding.

We do not have a purpose-built hospital, so a 

spare bedroom is turned into a hospital room 
for the squirrels in our homes.  An outside aviary 
houses squirrels that recover enough to go 
outside but are not ready for release.   

Cages of varying sizes accommodate the squirrels 
in the early stages of illness, from bird cages to 
a very large rodent cage which is on two levels.  
This will take either two sick squirrels or one 
lively squirrel. The levels may be used separately 
or opened up as one cage. Given the sensitive 
nature of the patients, foliage in the cage and 
natural bedding materials are used to provide 
familiar smells and textures.

Indoor cage 
with two 
levels
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Carrier box

Branch and rope in indoor cage

A flowerpot to bury food in

Young squirrel in fleece hat

Food table A large branch and rope in the room 

Release cage showing feed door

Release cage showing front door

Release cage showing feed door

Kittens are happy in a fleece bed and particularly 
enjoy sleeping in fleece hats.  Fleece is ideal as 
there are no loops for claws to become entangled 
in, as there is in towelling or knitted materials.  
Each case and every animal is different, so the 
rule is to provide treatment to achieve the best 
outcome for each case.  

Water is provided in heavy but small containers 
and food either in a container or loose on natural 
materials such as wood.  

Cleanliness is paramount.  Food and water are 
changed at least twice daily. The cage is cleaned 
and bedding changed daily.  Cardboard is placed 
on the bottom of the cage with hay on top.  The 
cardboard soaks up urine, preventing staining 
and corrosion of the cage.  A proprietary cleaning 
agent formulated by vets is used to disinfect the 
cage and dishes.  As the squirrel grows older and 
becomes more active, so the mess increases and 
more care must be taken to keep pathogens at 
bay.

After each animal has been cared for, the cage 
and hospital room is deep cleaned.  On occasions, 
if a young squirrel has had the run of the whole 
room, the room is also redecorated.  Branches, 
logs, moss, leaves and other natural material 
create a natural way to learn about the outside 
world but are very messy indoors. 

With hand-reared kittens, so far, imprinting has not 
occurred.  It is left up to the kitten to interact and 
play with their human carer, which the majority 
do.  Once they reach 12–14 weeks of age, their 
attitude changes and whilst some remain friendly, 
others do not.  By then, they are generally 
ready for the soft release cage and there is no 
interaction with the carer.  Indicators such as 
stereotyping and looking at the carer belligerently 

are a sign the animal is ready for release.  Before 
going to the release cage, the ability to open 
hazelnuts and make a drey is a must.

On the rare occasion an adult squirrel is taken 
in and recovers quickly, the animal is released 
where it was found.  For young animals reared in 
captivity, a soft release cage is used.  The cage 
is 1m wide by 2m long and 2m high.  For ease of 
transport on a car roof the cage is in six pieces 
which bolt together.  A box drey is attached high 
up at the back of the cage and used bedding, with 
a familiar smell, is placed in the box.  

Substantial, leafy branches and rope recreates an 
arboreal setting.  Leaves cover the bottom of the 
release cage and a feeding log weights down the 
cage.  Cages are always within reach of human 
habitation, so the animal is easily checked twice 
daily.  Locations and carers are carefully selected.  
A sheltered spot next to woodland is perfect so 
the squirrel can go straight into the trees when 
released.  

The main door is padlocked, so for the purposes 
of feeding a small door is cut in the back of the 
cage with a platform next to it for food.  A heavy 
container is placed on the ground for water.  If it 
needs filling, then a watering can is used.  

Once the door is open and humans at a distance, 
but observing, some squirrels will come out 
immediately and run up the nearest tree and start 
to map, whilst others dive under cover at ground 
level until human presence is gone.  If a squirrel 
does not feel ready to venture into the wild, then 
it will not leave the safety of the cage.  The door 
is locked and reopened again every five days until 
the squirrel decides it is time to leave.  We wait 

30 minutes to see if the squirrel ventures from the 
back of the cage before closing the door.  If the 
squirrel moves towards the door but is wary about 
leaving, then the wait is longer, that is, until the 
squirrel leaves or goes to the back of the cage.  
We do not put tracking devices on squirrels but 
as they are usually released near or in a garden 
where there is supplementary food, they are 
monitored by observation.   
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It has not happened to date but if a squirrel 
lost the sight in an eye, then it would not be 
released. We have seen that the loss of a limb 
does not appear to impede survival, but if 
an injury interfered with mobility or impeded 
survival in another way, then a squirrel will not 
be released. Damage to the tail may not be the 
disaster we may think.  In the Isle of Wight red 
squirrel population is the gene for ‘stumpy’ tails.  
A dominant female was the first seen with a 
stumpy tail, which was thought to be the result of 
an accident – until she turned up with a kitten that 
also had a stumpy tail.  Several other sightings 
have been reported over the years in other parts 
of the island. The tail on the adults appears to be 
around 6cm long, about one third of the normal 
length, but does not seem detrimental to agility

Only on one occasion has an injured squirrel that 
has been cared for been unfit to return to the 
wild.  She was a timid squirrel who was injured 
by a bird when she was about seven weeks old.  
She had a mouth injury and could not open nuts 
but could feed on soft food.  A lady with a huge 
aviary in which foliage grew naturally took her on.  
The carer was the only person the squirrel would 
tolerate and she lived for over 10 years.  

Judging whether an injured squirrel would survive 
in the wild with a disability can be difficult and is 
always discussed with a vet.  Only once has the 
decision been made to amputate an injured hind 
leg on an adult squirrel that had been hit by a car.  
She was put into a small aviary to recover and it 
soon became apparent that losing one back leg 
did not interfere with mobility as she moved at 
the same speed and with the same agility as you 
would expect.  Once the wound had healed, she 
was put into a release cage for 10 days near to the 
town she was picked up in.  She shot out of the 
cage at high speed once the door was opened 
and was seen regularly in the garden she was 
released in.
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Female squirrel shortly after hind leg amputation

Treatment and care
The first step when taking an animal in is to assess 
age, condition, weight and any obvious signs of 
injury, parasites or pathogens.  Rehydration fluid 
is the next step to replenish electrolytes and lost 
fluids.  This may be a pre-mixed powder bought 
from the vet or made from half a pint of water, 
quarter teaspoon of salt and one-and-a-half level 
teaspoons of sugar mixed together and warmed 
to body temperature.  The animal must be warm 
before giving rehydration fluid.  The fluid is offered 
to the animal from a syringe which is marked in 
millilitres (ml).  A heat pad is used for sick adults as 
well as kittens.  

A broad spectrum antibiotic, such as Baytril, is 
administered under veterinary guidance if an 
infection is suspected.  Wounds are cleaned in mild, 
warm, salt water and dried.  Red squirrel wounds 
heal fast if they are not infected.  For severe 
wounds or broken bones, the animal is taken to the 
vet.  Anti-inflammatory medication and painkillers 
are used under veterinary guidance.

Abscesses are very nasty and can eat away at 
bone and tissue. The animal is lost if the bone is 
compromised.  If abscesses are caught and drained 
early enough, then antibiotics can clear up the 
infection.  

Kittens are reared on whole goat’s milk.  If they 
scour, then a complementary paste, such as 
Canigest, is given in accordance with veterinary 
advice.  

Concussed and/or shocked squirrels are put 
on a heat pad, given rehydration fluid and anti-
inflammatory medication if advised by the vet.  
Painkillers and antibiotics may also be necessary.  
Adult squirrels are harder to treat as they are more 
likely to succumb to the shock of being in captivity 
and near humans.  Adults become depressed in 
captivity, so getting them into an outside aviary is 
crucial to their survival.  Once they can climb and 
behave normally, they are released where found.

Each case is different and there are too many 
cases to relate each one.  Many squirrels do 
not survive and their cases are covered in the 
following chapters.  The table shows a comparison 
of success between red squirrels and hedgehogs 
treated by Jacquie Wilson.  Overall, more 
hedgehogs are brought in than red squirrels.

Year   Hedgehogs Success Squirrels    Success
2007  31                51% 3 66%

2008  13 46% 5 80%

2009   35   71% 11 33%

2010   36      56% 15 60%

2011   13 53% 19    37%

2012   43 65% 7 43% 

2013   28 46% 10 0%

2014  18 56% 10  43%

2015  27   59% 7 43%

2016  37 54%  11 20%

2017  43 55%    8 62%

2018  37       82% 10 50%

2019   73 62% 25 28%

2020   100 69%  16 36%

2021  141 64%  10            50%

A sample of individual case studies for animals treated and released with comments 
taken from our notes
The first case study is a classic example with no problems.  Behaviour and timings are typical for kittens.

Vic: male, 6–7 weeks old

Date Weight Details
29.3.15 134g  Found asleep in drey that had fallen onto lawn. Reluctant to take milk.
30.3.15 133g  Still not feeding without encouragement. Doesn’t urinate when stomach stroked.
31.3.15 139g 
1.4.15 136g  2pm feed, stomach wet and smelly. Changed bedding again.  Climbed to top of 

cage for first time.
2.4.15   Still sleeping in my hand after feed and not active in cage.  Feeding well.
3.4.15 141g  No sleeping after feed. Climbed cage and then me.  Enjoyed exploring hallway. 

Went back to sleep after. 
4.4.15   Explored hall for short time after feeds and urinated in corner each time.
5.4.15 144g  Scratching! More active. Urine and faeces normal.
6.4.15  Ate crushed hazelnut. Scratching but can’t see any fleas.  More active.
7.4.15  Not interested in milk, just exercise. Ran up and down stairs easily.
8.4.15 144g  Eating nuts is easier.  Won’t eat or drink in cage.  Plays with me but does not play 

on his own.
9.4.15  Likes grapes.  Very active. Didn’t want afternoon milk.
10.4.15 148g Made 3ft mid-air leap. Ate grape and nuts. Wasn’t interested in milk.
11.4.15   Move into own room upstairs. Lapping milk, eating apple and grape. Explored all 

corners of his room.
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12.4.15  Not very good at tree climbing!  Looked out of window – not impressed.
13.4.15 148g Eating everything. Better at climbing.
14.4.15 149g  Climbing continues to improve. Investigated new feeder without hesitation.
15.4.15   Chewed log and lichen. Insists on getting inside my jacket. Confident in tree.
16.4.15 151g  Took hat away to wash so he wrapped sheet around himself instead. Manic w 

playing.
17.4.15   Didn’t like strawberry or mushroom and usually leaves almond. Still sleeping in 

sheet. Forages. Didn’t like walnut or Likes corn on cob.
18.4.15   Enjoyed oak branch and ate shoots and leaves. Fell asleep in my lap late pm.
19.4.15 170g  Weighed three times as this is huge increase.  Nibbled cobnut but couldn’t get 

into it. Caching food.
20.4.15   Ate black sunflower seeds without hesitation. Still prefers milk to water but did 

drink a little water.  Managed curtain pole run.
21.4.15   Hiding food everywhere. Much better at curtain climbing and pole run. Added 

leaves and dried grass for drey material.
22.4.15   I was out all day and he wanted cuddles, not play. Drinks milk and water. Likes 

carrot. Didn’t use drey materials put out.
23.4.15   Cleaned and aired room and put in more plants.
24.4.15 184g  Claws scratching my legs!  Can’t stop him getting in jacket; the more I try the more 

he persists.
25.4.15   Changed ropes to give more running length and he loved it! Put tree stump in 

room. Vic froze when delivery went to neighbour.  Didn’t move until man gone. 
Managed to get into squirrel feeder with lid closed.

26.4.15   I was out all day. He was in ‘hat bed’ and in no hurry to come out. Played rather 
than needed a cuddle this time.

27.4.15 187g Frenetic playing and starting to stereotype.  Don’t like pumpkin seeds
28.4.15  Can feel his bite through leather gloves.
29.4.15 193g?  Too bouncy to weigh accurately. Hyperactive and destroying everything. 

Stereotyped when Jacquie went in.  Subdued  next time I went in.
30.4.15   Back to normal self. Gave him wire feeder with sunflower seeds in – no trouble at 

all with it. Very alert to outside sounds. Freezes when hearing crow.
1.5.15 189g Likes ‘King Alfred’s cakes’ fungus and beech mast. 
2.5.15  Nibbled fir cone.
3.5.15 198g  Checked scales but they were OK.  Huge leap in weight!
4.5.15   Decided he likes mushroom after all.  Came out onto landing, quick look round 

and went back into his room.
5.5.15   Came out onto landing and then downstairs to look round hall.  Not interesting so 

climbed me and went back to his room.  Off carrot now!
6.5.15 208g  Won’t make his own bed – left clean hay beside carrier box but he still went to hat 

in bay tree.
7.5.15   Mushroom current favourite food.  Always buries hazelnuts.
8.5.15 212g Took away bay tree to put in release cage.  
9.5.15 213g Made drey on windowsill. Used Lawson cypress, hay and strips of sheeting.
10.5.15 218g  Drey building late am. Very quiet, knew something was going on. Enticed him 

onto my hand and into carrier box.
   Very nervous in release cage.
  Released two weeks later and seen taking nuts from feeder in the garden. 

The rest of these selected cases had complications such as injury or pathogens.  Several squirrels 
appeared to be hopeless cases but did rally with treatment.  One case, Alvin, was an elderly squirrel 
and looked as if he had been bullied.  If squirrels are kept in cages, particularly adults, they do become 
depressed.  

Samantha: female, brought in at 12 weeks old

Date Weight Details 
17.6.08 167g Taken to vet. Stunned, blood round nose, deformed/paralysed(?) back legs.
17.6.08 167g  Ate a little, climbs using front legs only. Unable to urinate or defecate unless 

manually stimulated.
18.6.08  Feeding milk mixture by syringe.  Not eating, lethargic.
19.6.08   Ate a little by herself.  Slight diarrhoea. More active.
20.6.08  Back to milk mixture. Diarrhoea still.
21.6.08 160g 
22.6.08 164g Now able to defecate and urinate by herself.
24.6.08  Not eating much but droppings normal.
25.6.08  Taken to vet for x-ray. Physiotherapy advised.
2.7.08  Eating better, put outside in aviary.
23.7.08  Treated for lice and fleas. Can climb well using back legs now.
7.8.08  Able to open nuts now and making her bed in box. 
12.8.08  Nibbling pine cones, much more active.
30/8/2008 199g Put in soft-release cage
10/09/2008 Released

Drey built by Vic

Looking at the world outside Logs – and sweetcorn – are good for chewing

Bay tree and rope
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Sydney: male, approx. four months old   

Date Weight Details   
16.11.08 No scales   Found in garden writhing on the ground, blood from hole in neck, unable to stay 

upright, dazed but conscious right front leg not working, back legs OK. Taken to 
vet. Put on heat pad, gave Baytril (0.25 x 2 daily). Meloxidyl (0.1 mixed with water 
to 1 ml – 0.1 daily) and rehydration     

16.11.08 guess 240g As above.  Very poorly.
17.11. 08  A little Complan taken from syringe.  Few dry droppings.
18.11.08  Egg added to Complan. Slight improvement.
19.11.08  Ground almonds added.  More upright today.
20.11.08  Medication and food as before. Now properly upright and more alert.
21.11.08 246g Ate a little apple by himself.
22.11.08 249g Still hand feeding but adding in nuts, etc. for him to try himself.
23.11.08 261g Eating better, droppings normal.
24.11.08 273g Front leg much better.
25.11.08  Put outside in aviary for exercise.
12.01.09  Put outside for longer exercise.
12.02.09  Eating well, very active so released where found.

Diane: female, sub-adult 

Date Weight Details 
2.7.20 245g  Found running in circles on the pavement.  Suspected glancing blow from car.  

Didn’t want to eat.  Slept curled up. 
   Rehydration and Baytril.
3.7.20   Rehydration and Baytril.  Curled up sleeping most of the time.  Drank from 

syringe.  Nibbled apple core and pine nuts.   
Won’t eat or drink while I’m there.

4.7.20   Baytril. A little brighter and fought a bit.  Faeces normal.  Food and water not 
touched overnight.  Pushed me away forcefully when I tried to give her a drink 
from a syringe.  Still not moving around cage and hasn’t come out of box.  Left 
food and water.

5.7.20   Baytril.  Looks bright but still moving in circles – if she moves at all.  Tiny amount 
of food and water gone.  Faeces normal.  

6.7.20 238g  Didn’t want food or water, even with syringe.
7.7.20   Rehydration and Zolcal. Livelier by lunchtime and ate apple, walnut and pine nuts.  

More alert.
8.7.20   Looks bright and coat is glossy.  Had eaten walnut and apple.  Dislikes grape and 

strawberry.  Moves well but just sits in  corner.  Depressed.
9.7.20   Eating OK.  Urine and faeces normal.  Sitting in carrier box. 
10.7.20   Took to release cage.  Lively now she is outside.  Released 10 days later and she 

went into woods mapping trees.

Diane

Herbert: male, adult

Date Weight Details   
15.6.18  Baytril.  Cleaned off pus from abscess on testicles and removed maggots.
16.6.18  Took to vet. Cleaned out more maggots.
17.6.18  Baytril. Eating OK. Droppings normal. Swelling worse.
18.6.18  Baytril. Ear gooey.
19.6.18  Baytril.  Vet lanced abscess.  Advised keep abscess open and bathe with cold tea.
23.6.18  Baytril.  Bathed abscess in cold tea. Swelling smaller.
30.6.18  Baytril. Still some pus but swelling much smaller.
13.7.18  No more pus. Put out in aviary.
22.7.18  No sign of abscess re-pointing.  
Released where found.

Lily: female, adult

Date Weight Details
19.7.14 298g  Found by the side of road, dragging back legs.  Taken to vets who gave a steroid 

injection.
19.7.14 298g Collect from vet.  Back legs under body now, but wobbly.
20.7.14        Metacam given.   Moving better now, but spine twisted. Eating, urinating and 

defecating normally.
21.7.14        Stays still most of the time, but can move better. Spine straighter.
22.7.14   Can climb bars of cage so took to aviary – more active outside. One back leg not 

as strong as the other, but can climb well.
Released in garden near where found. Ran across grass and up a pine tree. 
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Alvin: male, elderly

Date  Weight Details
21.4.12   Found in garden, hunched up on ground. Some toes missing, scabby ears, noisy 

breathing, lethargic.
21.4.12  Baytril course started.  Eating a little, but not cracking nuts – teeth look normal.
23.4.12  Livelier.
24.4.12  Not coming out of sleeping area much, but eating OK.
25.4.12  Put outside in aviary. Able to climb.
26.4.12  Breathing OK now but scabby around mouth.
27.4.12  Very active now. Using drey.
1.5.12  Scabs better.  Able to crack nuts now.
11.5.12   Released where found. Went straight to feeder. Then into treetops to nibble 

shoots and buds.

   

Jane: female, adult 

Date Weight Details
5.1.14   Fell off roof after skirmish with another squirrel. Brought here, but came round so 

well she was climbing the cage so sent home. 
22.2.14   Brought in again, unconscious, but eyes open. Recovers within half an hour – 

not frightened of people when fitting but has a normal fear of them once fully 
recovered. Finders say she has had two or three other episodes in the last two 
months.

25.2.14   Phoned vet – monitor her and try Septrin. Possible further episode in our aviary. 
Upright and conscious on the ground, not afraid of me at first, later back to 
normal. No more episodes.

14.3.14  Released.  She collected our pony’s hair and took it back to the drey in the aviary.
17.3.14  More pony hair in drey, but no sign of Jane.
18.3.14   Seen in paddock collecting pony hair, but not putting it in aviary. Making new 

nest?
20.3.14  Seen on feeder with another squirrel paying attention. In season?
21.3.14   Seen on feeder with two other squirrels in attendance. Both waited while she was 

feeding, then chased her once she had finished.
22.3.14   With one other squirrel – mid afternoon she went into a hole in the oak tree and 

the male kept vigil outside until it was dark.
23/3/2014   At feeder am and pm – no males around.  Seen regularly in garden – no sign of 

any more episodes
 

Rescues
Occasionally kittens are found by members of 
the public and are hand-reared.  This does take 
time and dedication.  Whenever possible, kittens 
are reunited with their mother.  Four times a 
family of kittens, picked up by the public, have 
been reunited with their mother.  The technique 
is simple.  A drey box is erected in the nearest 
tree to where the kittens were picked up and the 
kittens, with the soft material from their drey, are 
placed in the box.  Response from the mother 
squirrel is fast.  She doesn’t leave them in the box 
but carries them one at a time to a new location, 
presumably to a drey she has already built.  Then 
the drey box is removed.  

The first time this was tried, the squirrel-made 
drey collapsed and fell to the ground in a garden, 
at dusk, and mother ran off.  The kittens were 
kept warm overnight and a volunteer quickly 
made a drey box.  At first light it was erected and 
the kittens placed inside.  Mother arrived shortly 
afterwards to remove the kittens.  Some years 
passed before this technique was used again.

The second time, the family were in a thick garden 
hedge low down.  The hedge was due for cutting 
and the workers were amazed to find such a low 
drey.  The kittens were removed and brought 
to the author, who put the kittens in a drey box, 
which the workmen attached to a post near the 
hedge. The mother came to rescue her offspring 
and took them away.  Only a few weeks later, the 
drey box was needed again.

This time, the drey was low down in a hollow tree 
trunk by a public path.  The tree was considered 
a health and safety hazard and again, the worker 
was surprised to find a drey there.  Once the drey 
box plus kittens were safely in a nearby tree, it 
was a treat to see mother take them away, one at 
a time.

The same year, a drey in a garden, very low 
down in a bush, was accidentally disturbed by 
a gardener, who immediately stopped work and 
called Wight Squirrel Project.  A drey box was put 
in a nearby bush with the kittens inside, again the 
mother retrieved them once humans were out of 
sight. 

 

The drey box with kittens inside

The kittens with their bedding and fleece for extra warmth
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Food
The list is not exhaustive and, like us, squirrels have their favourite foods.  We have found the food listed 
below is favoured by young squirrels and adults.  Yogurt and honey is given in very small amounts to 
squirrels who are sick or undernourished.  It can also be added to kitten food in tiny amounts.

Starter food for kittens
Skinless grape
Apple
Cooked pea
Pine nuts
Almond powder mixed with milk
Natural yogurt 
Honey
Then:
Mushroom
Sweetcorn
Carrot
Crushed hazelnut
Followed by natural foods, depending on time of 
year and availability:
Small fir cones
Hazelnuts
Hawthorn berries
Ash, field maple and hornbeam keys
Young shoots and buds 
Lichen
Fungi

Foods to avoid for all ages
Peanuts
Brazil nuts
Fat-rich foods
Dried food
 

Looking after sick, injured or orphan squirrels is 
not for everyone and finding the right people is 
a huge challenge.  Volunteers as dedicated as 
Jacquie come along very rarely.  Ideally, we are 
looking for a retired veterinary nurse with a quiet 
spare room and space for an outside aviary.  The 
carer also needs to accept that plenty of time 
and dedication is necessary and that removing 
maggots and a high death rate of animals goes 
with the job.

Much has been learned from taking in these red 
squirrels and there are highs when an animal is 
released back to the wild but many lows as well. 

The Isle of Wight is an important stronghold for 
the species in the UK and every red squirrel is 
precious not just to the species but also to people 
on the Isle of Wight. Therefore, we must do all we 
can to protect them.   
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